
 

 

Problem 

Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) with 
safety-relevant tasks (safety PLCs) once used to 
be compact stand-alone solutions. They were 
often installed on the machine itself, and inter-
ventions were only possible at the machine. On 
the way to a highly networked industry with ever 
more complex plants, safety-relevant control 
systems have been increasingly linked up to 
computer networks. It has therefore become 
possible to undertake dangerous interventions 
from the network in principle at any time. 

However, this development, among others, 
opened the door to the successful and globally 
reported attacks on industrial controllers by the 
computer worm Stuxnet in 2011. This was 
followed by many other dangerous attacks on 
networked controllers in a wide variety of areas. In 
2014, an attack on a German steel plant pre-
vented a blast furnace from being shut down in a 
controlled manner and caused massive damage. 

At a chemical plant in the Middle East, attackers 
installed their own software in a safety PLC and 
programmed a sequence to destroy the plant.  

Fortunately, they made a mistake that caused the 
sequence to be aborted, and no one was injured. 

The examples given illustrate the importance of 
the security of networkable controllers in different 
areas. 

Activities 

IFA assists social accident insurance institutions 
and product manufacturers with the implement-
tation of security requirements. In doing so, IFA 
sensitises manufacturers of components with 
integrated functional security to the subject of 
security in order to improve awareness and the 
handling of security issues in the long term. 

The IFA is also involved at the national and 
international level in various standardisation 
activities aimed at combining functional safety and 
security, e.g. drafting the standard “Safety of 
machinery – Security aspects related to functional 
safety of safety-related control systems” (IEC/ 
TR 63074). With topical publications and demon-
strations, the institute also endeavours to sharpen 
the awareness of acute safety problems and to 
promote safety culture in companies. 
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The chip in this harmless-looking USB stick was modified to 
execute commands to attack a system. (Image: Stein, IFA) 
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Results and Application 

As a response to the reported security incidents, a 
DGUV informative publication was issued, with 
IFA’s assistance, by DGUV’s department devoted 
to machines, robotics and production automation. 
The publication draws attention to not only to 
dangers, but also to possible courses of action. 

A demonstrator tool is currently being developed 
at IFA to train security awareness. It illustrates 
how modified hardware provides full access to a 
company network and permits subsequent 
sabotage.  

Area of Application 

Users, operators and manufacturers of 
programmable logic controllers and networked 
machines 

Safety experts, social accident insurance 
institutions, industrial inspectorates 
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